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MARCEL DUCHAMP

... MUSIC GOES ON ALL THE TIME AROUND US AND IS MADE AUDIBLE BY A MUSICIAN ...

HENRY COWELL

The term Sound Sculpture may create the expectation of visually interesting objects that produce sounds. This is not my intention. The use of the term Sound Sculpture is literal. It is an environment of physical/spatial dimensions created by sounds. It is also a temporal concept, which unlike a musical performance has no beginning, middle or end, but is a continuum in the same way any physical object is.
The work of many contemporary composers embodies a serious concern for structural issues related to the fundamental nature of sound and our perception of it.

A basic concern of mine has been the use of physical space as a structural characteristic of sound in addition to pitch, timbre, loudness and duration. Apart from space as a basic sound characteristic we could agree with a statement made by John Cage in 1949:

Sound has four characteristics: pitch, timbre, loudness and duration. The opposite and necessary coexistent of sound is silence. Of the four characteristics of sound, only duration involves both sound and silence. Therefore, a structure based on durations (rhythmic: phrase, time lengths) is correct (corresponds with the nature of the material).

The historical impact of this thinking has contributed immensely towards liberating Western music from a structurable sound vocabulary based primarily on the chromatic scale. To even conceive that musical structure could be based upon what was common to all sounds—duration—meant that the whole field of sound could be thought of as structurable.

How convenient that a medium capable of storing and making re-usable any possible sound (magnetic tape) — came into use at this time.

The rest is music history. It is 30 years later. I don't need to feel embarrassed or that it's even an issue to make serious music out of some sounds I find walking down a street. It seems perfectly normal to perceive one's sonic environment as being full of structured/structurable sound processes. Wandering around, I find many interesting musical systems functioning in real environments and often I'll notate these with a portable tape recorder, or if I'm really carried away I'll make a multi-channel recording (8 channels) in which many microphones are placed in close proximity to the constituent sounds. Often these sounds are in a spatial configuration in which it is not possible to hear all the relationships between all the constituent sounds from any one place. It is at this point that some of the formal and aesthetic consequences of seriously considering physical space as a structurable sound characteristic come into play.

(1) Indeterminacy of Time

By setting up a sound process which listeners must move through in order to hear various possible sound relationships, the time structure of that sound process becomes indeterminate in the same way any physical sculpture has an indeterminate time structure. Due to it's multiplicity of possible perspectives which each viewer must work out in his own real time. The simultaneous distribution of sounds in physical space creates this same temporal indeterminacy. In setting up a sound sculpture a situation is created on a formal level in which the listener must create his own time structure. As a Western composer I am relinquishing a traditional role. I am not composing time. I am composing space. Thus in a very real way the listeners to the sound sculpture also become the composers of the sound sculptures.
BECAUSE OF FORMAL DEFINITION OF A COMPOSER IS SOMEONE WHO MAKES TIME STRUCTURES OUT OF SOUNDS. AS AN AESTHETIC ASSUMPTION THIS UNDERLIES MY WORK IN ALL AREAS OF SOUND SCULPTURE IN WHICH THE ESSENTIAL CREATIVE ACTION IS THE PERCEPTION OF AN ABSTRACTABLE STRUCTURE IN A SOUND PROCESS. I THINK THAT THE SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THIS ARE IMPORTANT. LAST YEAR I WROTE: SOMEDAY WE MAY LIVE IN A SOCIETY IN WHICH THE ARTIST AS SUCH IS UNNECESSARY. NOT BECAUSE A REPRESSIVE TOTALITARIAN STATE DID NOT ALLOW CREATIVITY BUT BECAUSE THE AVERAGE PERSON HAD LEARNED TO REGARD HIS OWN SENSIBILITY AS BEING SIGNIFICANT.

The heights that are now reached by single individuals at special moments may soon be densely populated.

JOHN CAGE

(2) MOTION THROUGH SPACE AS A WAY OF CHANGING PITCH.

TEMPORALLY REALIZED CHANGES OF PITCH-TIMBRE-PHASE RESULT FROM THE PHYSICAL MOTION OF A LISTENER OR MICROPHONE IN RELATION TO A CONTINUOUS DRONE WITH COMPLEX HARMONICS, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE SOUND PROPAGATION QUALITIES OF THE DRONE ARE SUCH THAT IT'S VARIOUS HARMONICS FORM INDIVIDUAL STANDING WAVES. IN THIS SOUND SCULPTURE EXHIBITION THE STANDING WAVE SCULPTURE, PIPE PHASE AND MOORABBIN AIRPORT EACH EXPLORE DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THIS PHENOMENON.

THE STANDING WAVE SCULPTURE IS BASED UPON THE ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW TO MIDRANGE FREQUENCY SINE WAVES. A SINE WAVE IS THE SIMPLEST OF ALL SOUNDS IN THAT IT IS A PURE FREQUENCY WITH NO HARMONICS. VISUALLY IT CAN BE REPRESENTED:

- WITH THE CRESTS REPRESENTING LOUD SPOTS AND THE TROUGHS THE SOFT SPOTS. WHEN A SINE WAVE FROM AROUND 30 CYCLES PER SECOND TO ABOUT 500 CYCLES PER SECOND IS PLAYED IN AN ENVIRONMENT HAVING SOUND REFLECTIONS SUCH AS A ROOM, THE REFLECTING SINE WAVE IS DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT THE ROOM ACCORDING TO A WHOLE SPECTRUM OF POSSIBLE PHASE RELATIONSHIPS (TWO EXTREME POSSIBILITIES BEING REINFORCEMENT WHEN THE CRESTS COINCIDE AND CANCELLATION WHEN THE CREST IS COMPLETELY OUT OF PHASE WITH THE TROUGH). WHEN WALKING THROUGH THIS SPACE THE SINE WAVE CHANGES - - GETTING LOUDER OR SOFTER - - THESE CHANGES GIVE THE SOUND WHAT SEEM TO BE PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS. WHEN MORE THAN 1 SINE WAVE IS PLAYED SIMULTANEOUSLY EACH ONE WILL HAVE IT'S OWN SHAPE IN THE SPACE SO THAT BY MOVING AND LISTENING ONE CREATES CHANGING PITCH/PHASE COMBINATIONS.

NANETTE HASSAL'S INSTRUCTIONS FOR A STANDING WAVE DANCE ARE AN EXCELLENT DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTINUOUS STANDING WAVES AND MOBILE LISTENERS:

THE STANDING WAVES CARVE THE ROOM INTO MANY NEW SUB-DIVISIONS. THE FOLLOWING IS A SERIES OF SUGGESTIONS BY WHICH TO EXPLORE THE SPACE.

.....Stand at the edge of the space.....Move slowly forward passing through the channels of sound.....can you find a silent space.....find a channel of low sound.
....Explore the dimensions of this channel-up and down as in a corridor.

....Find the borders of a channel of higher pitch....rock gently in and out of the channel of sound.

....sometimes new channels exist below you....close to the floor
....find one such area....sit or lie there for a time listening
....softly sing to yourself with the sound.

....you can change the spaces in the room by moving (and singing)
....run through the space carrying the note with you....fall back gently into the floor in the same place you were lying....
continue running and falling until you have changed that space.

....jumping will bring you into new spatial dimensions that lie above you.

**Significant phase changes can be heard, even if one is stationary, when some of the loudspeakers are in physical motion. This motion has more obvious effect on the phasing of the higher frequencies, which is a bit of a mystery since these higher frequencies produce almost imperceptible standing waves. A possible explanation of this may lie in the 360° sound illusion achieved in dummy head recordings in which the listener wears sensitive omnidirectional microphones on each of his ears, so that when the recording is listened to through open air headphones one hears the recording with the same sense one would have had listening to the original environment. An explanation may be that the differences in phase information between the two ears is greater with higher frequencies, with wave lengths that start to become shorter than the distance between the two ears. Perhaps differences in head dimensions will give people sensations of acoustic space unique to them.**

The greater susceptibility of phase change in the higher frequencies is also evident in Pipe Phase and Moorabbin Airport. In Pipe Phase only large microphone motion will bring about significant phase changes to the lower harmonics of the vibrating pipe, while slight motion of the microphone brings about significant changes to the higher frequencies and drastic phasing when the microphone motion is rapid. In Moorabbin Airport the rapid motion of the small aircraft past the microphones produces great changes in the phasing of the motors' high harmonics, while the long audible distant low tones only gradually become louder or softer.

(3) Polyrythmic Space

An abstract definition of a typical sound environment is that when it's constituent sound processes are conceived simultaneously (which is how they actually happen) it becomes polyrythmic sound space. This is a listening exercise requiring considerable imagination. Usually it is only in one's imagination that these relationships between distant simultaneous sounds can take place.

The multi-channel field recordings and the live environmental monitoring installation, Sound Sculpture with Resonators attempt to realize this polyrythmic simultaneity. The general aesthetic
PRINCIPLE ON WHICH THESE WORKS ARE BASED IS FOUND IN AN EARLY CONCEPTUAL SCORE OF MINE CALLED Listening Centres.

.....Find a continuous sound process in your environment to use as a listening centre.....

.....Listen to all the sound events of that place in relation to the centering process.....

.....Repeat this listening process at different times with different centres.....

There are a number of spatially distributed points at which rhythmically or harmonically homogenous sound processes happening in different places are either recorded or monitored simultaneously in a multi-channel format. In the multi-channel recordings Kirribilli Wharf, Prince Alfred Bridge, Moorabbin Airport and Nepean Highway the sound processes happening at the various locations are integral to each other in that they are really different areas of the same spatially immense sound process.

In the live installation Sound Sculpture with Resonators the initial sound locations may only have distinctness and actual simultaneity in common. In monitoring, a common transformation process is used at each sound location so that these sound locations are heard filtered through the acoustics of a Resonator (a Resonator Is any hollow physical space with it's capacity to generate a spectrum of harmonically related frequencies in response to a sound source). In this context the Resonator is a musical instrument with a special functional definition--it makes music by listening to sounds which are already there...

Bill Fontana
There are 12 works which will be played at scheduled times throughout this exhibition. They fall into 4 categories:

(A) Multi-Channel Field Recordings -
(1) Kirribilli Wharf
(2) Prince Alfred Bridge: Gundagai
(3) Moorabbin Airport
(4) Resonant Columns: Murdoch Court
(5) Pipe Phase

(B) Environmental Monitoring -
Sound Sculpture with Resonators

(C) Standing Wave Sculpture and Standing Wave Sculpture with Mobile Loudspeakers

(D) Composed/Performed Sound Sculpture -
(1) Piano Sculpture
(2) Wave Spiral
(3) Handbell Sculpture Number 3
(4) Quintet from Sound Sculpture for Brass Band
(5) Phantom Clarinets

Kirribilli Wharf - 8 Channel Tape - Duration 30 Minutes Sydney 1976.

A sound sculpture is secretly going on all the time on the Kirribilli Ferry Wharf in Sydney. On that wharf there are many cylindrical resonators that are drilled into the concrete wharf that go from the surface you stand on to the surface of the water underneath. The lapping and movement of the water sometimes closes the bottom end of these cylinders which momentarily sets off their resonance in the form of a compression wave. Since the various cylindrical blow holes on the wharf are closed off at different times a highly complex rhythmic situation is possible but to hear this one would need to be in many places at once, which is perhaps the reason that this sound sculpture has until now remained a secret. Recently on a calm night in Sydney, I made a recording of half an hour in the life-time of the secret sound sculpture. The recording was made with an 8 channel tape recorder that was placed in a truck near the wharf with 8 microphones looking into the openings of the 8 cylindrical blow holes. As a natural phenomena the secret sound sculpture is effected by environmental conditions such as weather and boat traffic. This present recording was made on a calm night after a lot of rain, the only boat traffic being the occasional ferry. The effect this has on the recording is to give it a symmetry of graduations in rhythmic complexity, for there are times when the water is calm and the compression waves are sparse and there is the continuous sound of water gurgling in the various blow holes. Then a ferry comes and makes the water turbulent, setting off amazing rhythmic events in the sound sculpture.

(This recording was originally commissioned by Andrew McLennan for his 360° shift program on ABC FM)


This 100 year old wooden bridge crosses the Murrumbidgee
RIVER AND ASSOCIATED RIVER FLATS BETWEEN GUNDAGAI AND SOUTH GUNDAGAI IN NEW SOUTH WALES. ANYONE WHO HAS EVER DRIVEN OVER THIS BRIDGE WOULD BE AWARE THAT IT RATTLES AS TRAFFIC MOVES ACROSS ITS HORIZONTAL WOODEN PLANKS. SINCE THIS RATTLING BRIDGE IS 922 METRES LONG, IT WOULD MAKE A POLYRHYTHMIC SOUND SCULPTURE IF ONE COULD HEAR ITS DIFFERENT RATTLING SECTIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY. THIS RECORDING IS AN ATTEMPT TO DO THIS. 8 MICROPHONES WERE PLACED ALONG APPROXIMATELY HALF THE LENGTH OF THE BRIDGE SO THAT THE PHYSICAL MOTION OF TRAFFIC RATTLING THE PLANKS FORMS THE BASIS OF THIS SOUND SCULPTURE. TWO UNUSUAL EVENTS HAPPEN DURING THIS RECORDING: IT IS RAINING DURING A SUMMER DROUGHT, AND THE AFTERNOON TRAIN TO TUMUT GOES THROUGH A LEVEL CROSSING AND RUNS ALONG THE PARALLEL WOODED TRAIN BRIDGE.

NOTE: THIS BRIDGE IS IN IMMINENT DANGER OF BEING DEMOLISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MAIN ROADS, N.S.W. IT IS HOPED THAT THIS RECORDING WILL BE ONE STEP TOWARDS PRESERVING THIS BRIDGE AS PART OF AUSTRALIA'S HERITAGE.

Moorabbin Airport - 8 CHANNEL TAPE-DURATION 30 MINUTES - MELBOURNE 1978.

The sound of an aircraft motor is full of harmonics and in abstract terms may be thought of as a mobile drone. At 8 locations close to runways around this airport (which handles light aircraft) 8 microphones are connected to an 8 channel tape recorder by means of wireless communication equipment (which is operated by members of the Australian Army Signal Corps). The relatively loud sound of a given aircraft motor will be audible to more than one microphone simultaneously, which means that at a given moment different microphones will hear different phase (or pitch) information about the aircraft motor. Since the sound source moves quickly, the phase information will change quickly between the microphones. I think of the sound environment of this airport as a natural phase sculpture.


The Murdoch Court has hollow steel columns that support its 3 levels of balcony. These columns are also very interesting resonators that not only generate a continuous deep pitched drone but also respond to noises produced by the building and by overhead aircraft. When this present recording was made it was a rainy afternoon with Murdoch Court closed to the public. 8 columns were miked simultaneously and recorded in 8 channels.

As this tape is being played, you can hear the columns vibrating sympathetically with their resonant frequencies coming from the loudspeakers.

Pipe Phase - 8 CHANNEL TAPE-DURATION 30 MINUTES - MELBOURNE 1978.

Although the original recording session for this involved live musicians, I regard this as an 8 channel field recording. This work is related to Moorabbin Airport since it also explores phase differences between microphones placed at different and changing distances to a common source of complex harmonics. In
This case, the sound source is a 4.5 metre long aluminium pipe freely suspended from two of its nodes (non-vibration points) and played with a repetitive rhythmic pulse. Eight very sensitive B & K instrumentation microphones (which are omnidirectional) are in continuous motion around the sound field of the pipe so that each microphone hears different and changing phase information about the pipe.

Note: The pipe used in this recording is on display in the Education Department on the 3rd floor. A phenomenon to explore with this is that after striking, move your head at changing speeds/angles/distances through the sound field of the vibrating pipe so as to hear the distinct standing wave patterns generated by the pipes various harmonics.

Sound Sculpture with Resonators - 8 Channel Environmental Monitoring System, live with this exhibition - duration indeterminate.

The large bottle in which someone makes wine also makes music. If you put an air microphone into this bottle and listen through a set of headphones, all of the sounds going on around you at that moment seem to have become magically transformed into the most perfect music. This transforming effect of the resonance/acoustics of a cavity which is small in relation to a large sound environment is true of countless other things, some examples being much better than others. I suppose a whole new art of musical instrument making could be born here if one could conceive of a musical instrument as a way of listening to sounds which are already there. In this context, the ultimate musical instrument becomes the person who is listening.

Eight different locations within a 1/4 mile radius of the National Gallery of Victoria have been selected for sound and are relayed simultaneously to Murdoch Court via long microphone cables. Some of these locations were chosen because they are resonators that are actually part of a real environment. These include:

- A hollow steel pillar on a platform in Flinders Street Station.
- A storm drain on the Yarra River near Princes Bridge.
- Back stairwell in National Gallery.
- Drain pipe in Boiler Room of National Gallery.

Locations at which resonators will be placed include

- Cylinder listening to footsteps on St. Kilda Road.
- Sea shell placed in entrance to Flinders Street at corner of Flinders Street.
- Ceramic resonators designed and constructed by Judy Lorraine placed at Arts Centre construction site.
- LARGE SHELL PLACED NEAR POND IN QUEEN VICTORIA GARDENS.

NOTE: Since this catalogue was written before the actual installation was set-up it is possible that some last minute changes of either location or resonator may be made.


In order to listen to this, please move through the space to hear the physical dimensions of the sound.

This sound sculpture is based upon the acoustical properties of low to midrange frequency sine waves. A sine wave is the simplest of all sounds in that it is a pure frequency with no harmonics. Visually it can be represented:

With the crests representing loud spots and the trough representing soft spots. When a sine wave from around 30 cycles per second to about 500 cycles per second is played in an environment having sound reflections (such as a room) the reflecting sine wave is distributed throughout the room according to a whole spectrum of possible phase relationships (two extreme possibilities being reinforcement when the crests are in phase and cancellation when the crests and troughs are out of phase). When walking through this space the sine wave changes - getting louder or softer - these changes give the sound what seem to be physical dimensions. When more than 1 sine wave is played simultaneously each one will have it's own shape in the space, so that by moving and listening one creates changing pitch/phase combinations.

Nanette Hassall's instructions for a Standing Wave Dance are an excellent description of the relationship between continuous standing waves and mobile listeners. (See P. 10)

Standing Wave Sculpture with Mobile Loudspeakers - 8 SINE WAVE OSCILLATORS - ELECTRO/MECANICAL SYSTEM FOR SPINNING AND MOVING LOUDSPEAKERS THROUGH SPACE-DURATION INDETERMINATE - MELBOURNE 1977 - 78.

This is a variation of Standing Wave Sculpture that grew out of my interest in the effect of physical motion of a sound source on the phase perception of that sound. Thus a number of higher pitched sine waves will be played out of 2 or more loudspeakers moving at various rates of speed.

Piano Sculpture - 4 PIANOS - DURATION INDETERMINATE - MELBOURNE 1978.

This work develops a system of spatial relationships from a group of identical instruments so that the homogeneity of timbre becomes a spatial reference point. In addition to this, the pianos all play a basic 84 note 4 octave melody which is repeated at changing tempos and in 4 different octave transpositions with changing durations of silence. Thus the compositional procedure builds a system of changing spatial patterns rotating around a basic melodic symmetry.
FOR A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS REFER TO RICHARD HAMES ARTICLE IN THIS CATALOGUE.

PERFORMED BY THE VICTORIAN TIME MACHINE.

Wave Spiral FOR 5, 9 OR 12 JAPANESE RIN GONGS - DURATION INDETERMINATE - MELBOURNE. 1977

THIS WORK IS BASED ON THE UNUSUAL SOUND PROPAGATION QUALITIES OF THESE TRADITIONAL BUDDHIST TEMPLE GONGS WHEN THEY ARE PLAYED IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO A WINE GLASS THAT IS RUBBED WITH A CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR MOTION AROUND ITS RIM. THE CIRCULAR RUBBING OF THE BOWL SHAPED GONGS IS DONE WITH A LEATHER COVERED STICK. THE SOUND PRODUCED IS CONTINUOUSLY OUT OF PHASE WITH ITSELF. WHAT THIS MEANS IN PRACTICAL TERMS IS THAT THE LISTENER'S SPATIAL PERCEPTION WILL BECOME DISORIENTED BECAUSE IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO TELL WHERE THE SOUND IS COMING FROM. IN PERFORMANCE, AN ENSEMBLE OF EITHER 5, 9 OR 12 GONGS IS DISTRIBUTED IN A LARGE CIRCULAR FASHION AND THEY SUSTAIN TOGETHER IN VARIOUS COMBINATIONS ACCORDING TO A SYSTEM OF SLOWLY INCREASING OR DIMINISHING DENSITY. THE SCORE FOR 5 IS AS FOLLOWS:

11 11 11 11 1 11 1 11 11 11
22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
333 33 33 333 333 33 33 333
444 44 44 44 44 44 44 4
555 555 555 555 555 555 555

THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE DIFFERENT PLAYERS, THE VERTICAL COLUMNS ARE SIMULTANEOUS AND THE HORIZONTAL REPEATS OF A NUMBER (SUCH AS 444) ARE THE EQUIVALENT OF TIED WHOLE NOTES. THE DURATION OF EACH VERTICAL COLUMN IS APPROXIMATELY 30 SECONDS, WITH DURATIONS INCREASING AS THE DENSITY INCREASES SO THAT

1
2
3
4
5 IS ABOUT 1 MINUTE LONG.

THIS WORK WAS COMMISSIONED BY THE VICTORIAN TIME MACHINE, WHICH PERFORMS IT.

Handbell Sculpture Number 2 - FOR A LARGE SET OF TRADITIONAL ENGLISH HANDBELLS WITH ONE PERFORMER FOR EACH BELL - DURATION INDETERMINATE - SYDNEY 1976.

THIS WORK WAS ORIGINALLY COMPOSED FOR Sanctuary CHOREOGRAPHED BY NANETTE HASSALL FOR THE DANCE COMPANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

EACH PLAYER HAS A DIFFERENT RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE THAT GIVES HIM DURATIONS OF SILENCE IN BETWEEN WHICH HE RINGS HIS BELL ONCE UNTIL IT BECOMES FULLY SILENT. HE THEN ADDS THE NEXT DURATION OF SILENCE AFTER WHICH HE RINGS HIS BELL AGAIN AND SO ON.

THIS SIMPLE SYSTEM PRODUCES COMPLEX AND CHANGING SPATIAL PATTERNS.

THE ENDING OF THIS WORK IS SPECIAL IN THAT AN AMBIGUITY IS
CREATED AS TO WHETHER IT HAS ENDED. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY
THE ACTUAL BELL RESONANCES WHICH IN PART DETERMINE THE OVERALL
DURATION - THE LARGER BELLS WILL ALWAYS FINISH LAST. THUS AT
THE END ONE BELL MAY STILL BE COUNTING SILENCES AND OCCASIONALLY
RINGING, AND THERE IS NO WAY FOR THE OTHER PLAYERS TO TELL
WHETHER IT IS FINISHED EXCEPT BY WAITING AND LISTENING.

PERFORMED BY THE VICTORIAN TIME MACHINE.

QUINTET FROM Sound Sculpture for Brass Band - DURATION INDETERMINATE
- MELBOURNE 1977.

THE FULL VERSION OF THIS IS TO BE PLAYED BY 5 SIMULTANEOUS
BRASS QUINTETS IN A LARGE OPEN SPACE. THESE QUINTETS ARE SPREAD
OUT FROM EACH OTHER AND MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO SYNCHRONIZE. EACH
QUINTET IS WRITTEN AROUND A DIFFERENT TONAL CENTRE SO THAT A
WANDERING LISTENER WOULD ASSOCIATE THE TONAL CENTRES WITH LOCATIONS
IN SPACE. THE PITCH SEQUENCES THAT MAKE UP EACH TONAL CENTRE
ARE DERIVED FROM THE OVERTONE SERIES FOR A BRASS INSTRUMENT. THESE
PITCH SEQUENCES ARE EXPRESSED IN PERMUTATIONS OF A RHYTHMIC SERIES
SO THAT ALL KINDS OF HARMONIC TEXTURES SPATIALLY CASCADE AT
VARYING RATES OF SPEED.

PERFORMED BY THE VICTORIAN TIME MACHINE.

Phantom Clarinets - FOR TWO IDENTICAL CLARINETS - DURATION
INDETERMINATE - NEW YORK 1975.

INSTEAD OF WRITING A DESCRIPTION, I HAVE INCLUDED THE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR PERFORMANCE.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PERFORMANCE

THIS DUET CAN BE PLAYED ON IDENTICAL PAIRS OF ANY SIZE CLARINET.

AN 8 NOTE MICROTONAL SCALE IS DISTRIBUTED BETWEEN THE INSTRUMENTS.
IT IS NOTATED WITH A TABLATURE:

```
 O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O
 O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O
 O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O
```

THESE SIGNIFY THE BOTTOM THREE FINGER HOLES OF A CLARINET
(RIGHT HAND) IN VARIOUS OPEN/CLOSED POSITIONS. THESE ARE THE
ONLY FINGERING CHANGES IN THIS WORK. THE UPPER FINGER HOLES
(LEFT HAND) ARE IN A CONSTANT POSITION THROUGHOUT CONSISTING OF:

```
 O
```

WITH THE THUMB HOLE CLOSED.

THE PLAYERS MUST BECOME PROFICIENT AT SUSTAINING THESE POSITIONS
SO THAT THE QUALITY OF SOUND WHICH IS ACHIEVED IS THAT OF A
NEARLY PERFECT SUB-AUDIBLE SINE WAVE.

A PERFORMANCE WOULD CONSIST OF THE PLAYERS SUSTAINING TOGETHER
VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF MICROTONES AS INDICATED IN THE TABLATURES. THESE COMBINATIONS WILL GENERATE VARIOUS BEAT FREQUENCIES THAT AT TIMES WILL SEEM LOUDER THAN THE ACTUAL SOUNDS OF THE CLARINETS - CREATING AN ILLUSION TO BOTH THE AUDIENCE AND THE PLAYERS THAT THE CLARINETS ARE NOT MAKING A SOUND. THIS ILLUSION IS INITIALLY DISCONCERTING FOR THE PLAYERS WHO IN ORDER TO CREATE THE ILLUSION MUST EXERCISE EXTRAORDINARY EMBOUCHURE/BREATH CONTROL WHILE HAVING LITTLE KINESTHETIC SENSE OF MAKING A SOUND.

THIS ILLUSION IS NOT THE OBJECT OF THIS WORK AS MUCH AS IT'S STARTING POINT. FOR THE PLAYERS THIS MAY LEAD TO AN EXPLORATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES THAT ARE TRIGGERED BY CONTROLLED BREATHING (ANALOGOUS TO YOGA). FOR AN AUDIENCE IT SHOULD PROVIDE A SOUND ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH TO EXPLORE A VARIETY OF PSYCHO/ACOUSTIC SOUND PROCESSES.

ALTHOUGH THIS WORK CAN BE PERFORMED IN A FORMAL CONCERT SITUATION IT IS MORE APPROPRIATE TO PLAY IT IN SITUATIONS THAT ENABLE IT TO BE A SOUND SCULPTURE (THAT IS WITHOUT APPARENT BEGINNING, MIDDLE OR END), SUCH AS A GALLERY.

IN PERFORMANCE THE FINGERING POSITIONS INDICATED ON THE TABLATURE SHEETS ARE SYNCHRONOUSLY SUSTAINED FOR A DURATION OF ONE BREATH FOLLOWED BY A PAUSE OF INDETERMINATE LENGTH. THIS PAUSE IS A NECESSARY REST PERIOD FOR THE PLAYERS SO THAT THE INEVITABLE FATIGUE CAN BE MINIMIZED. AS A RECURRING SILENCE IT IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE MUSIC.

THERE IS NO NECESSARY LIMIT TO THE TOTAL DURATION OF A PERFORMANCE EXCEPT THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE SITUATION. AS A SOUND SCULPTURE A TEAM OF PLAYERS COULD DO A VERY LONG VERSION. AN AVERAGE DURATION FOR MY PERFORMANCES HAS BEEN ABOUT 40 MINUTES, WHICH IS THE TIME IT NORMALLY HAS TAKEN TO PLAY THROUGH THE TABLATURE SHEETS TWICE.

NOTE: At scheduled times this work will be performed in the Modern European Gallery, on second floor.
(1) **Video by Warren Burt consisting of:**

(A) *Prince Alfred Bridge: Gundagai*

(B) *Nepean Highway Interiors* *

(both of the above are video documentations of multi channel field recordings by Bill Fontana)*

(C) *Phantom Clarinets - documents performance by Bill Fontana at La Trobe University.*

(2) **Scores of all the works being performed during this exhibition.**

(3) **Tape Library on stereo cassette available for headphone listening. These tapes contain various field recordings, experiments and performances of the past few years.**

(4) **Examples of different types of resonators used in Sound Sculpture with Resonators and the aluminium pipe used in Pipe Phase. On request, these instruments can be experimented with by visitors.**

*Nepean Highway* - Part of the original plan for this exhibition was to make a number of multi-channel field recordings. One of the locations used was a selection of the Nepean Highway between Mordialloc and Seaford where at intervals of approximately every half mile there is a level crossing with a bell. I wanted to make an 8 channel recording in which a microphone was placed at each level crossing so that the motion of the suburban train past a sequence of level crossings (in addition to the bells ringing the trains blow their whistles) produced a spatial sculpture in the 8 channel format. Because of the considerable distance involved it was not practical to conceive of making the recording using microphones on long cables, and because commercially available FM wireless communication equipment does not work over a distance greater than 2,000 feet. It seemed that the only way of doing it was with military wireless communications equipment. Thus the National Gallery made a request for military assistance to the Australian Army School of Signals which was approved. Unfortunately the recording was only a partial success because of the high susceptibility to interference from car ignitions that the FM radio equipment was subject to. Still the basic concept of this sound sculpture is present at moments while most of the time it is an exploration of the electro-magnetic content of a five mile section of the Nepean Highway.

Occasionally this tape will be played in the Murdoch Court.